
Dave  H et al:

    Attached are an air photo, station map, and field notes for the area of the Ice Cut and the 
setion at the mouth of the Lupine River.  Dave H, you'll  be particularely interested in reading my 
notes for 93Mu15 for that section at the mouth of the Lupine River that we were talking about 
last  week.  At the time we were taliing , I had forgotten,   but my comment in my notes was that I 
didn't think the section looked like Nanushuk---largely because of the abundance of bentonite in 
the section.  I wondered if it it might be coeval with the lower Sagashak Creek section, except 
that the sands are considerably thicker.    The thickness of the sand packages,  grain size, and 
carbonaceous material is to me still something that is reminiscent of the Nanushuk.  So, in spite 
of the fact that our old map called it Nanushuk, I'm still open to altrernative interpretations from 
you sedimentologist types.

    Unfortunately, I don't have any micropaleo data recorded, and apparently didn't take any 
samples myself.  I think that may have been because my memory is that Mark was going to do a 
detailed description of the section. And I seem to remember that LePain has been on the section 
also.    Anyhow, if there's no miceropaleo available, that clearly is a section that should be 
sampled in great detail this summer.

    Again, Dave, you might check with Mark and see if his notes are around anywhere.  Or, drag 
him out to the section at the time of the sponsors tour.

    Regarding the position of the Nanushuk shelf margin that we were talking about last week 
with your seismic data, look at my notes 93 Mu 30 for the big bluff on the east side of the Sag 
River, across from the Ice Cut. Whereas the lupine River section is  ambiguous, this section 
really does look  a lot like Nanushuk to me, as do the outcrops on the west side of the river on 
the hilltops and bluffs just south of the Ice Cut  (99Mu 41).  Also the conglomerates at 93 Mu 31 
on the east side of the river, north of 93 Mu30.   I've forgotten where all everyone has been in the 
past, particularly Dave L, but If you've not  been on these sections, they would also be good 
ones for detailed study this summer for the shelf margin location.

                Cheers----Gil 

> Back to your comment in one of the emails from yesterday regarding the exposure on the 
east side of the Sagavanirktok River across from the Ice Cut - it may look like Nanushuk 
lithologically but it is clearly (at least in the opinion of Schenk and me) an amalgamated 
turbidites - actually two amalgamated turbidite deposits with a mostly mudstone interval 
between them. This, combined with all the seismic evidence I showed you 2 weeks ago, 
indicates this location is basinward of the ultimate Nanushuk shelf margin. Perhaps we can 
continue this discussion in the field.

-Dave

Yeah, I have no problem with that being a more basinal lateral equivalent of the Nanushuk---will 
leave the environmental interpretation to you guys.  But the section that definitely  mystifies me 
is the section at the mouth of the Lupine River--- I'm ambivalent on it.  Is it an even more 
basinal equivalent of Nanushuk, but could it perhaps be a lateral equivalent of part of the 
Schrader Bluff?   It'll be fun to work this over in the field.

 Cheers----Gil
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